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Äbstract. An exampleput forward by Dawkins to describethe evolution of strategiesin the conflict
of the sexesover pärentalinvestmentis discussedby meansof a simpledynamic system.It is shown
that the equilibrium of the strategiesis not evolutionarily stable,but equal to the time averageof
the endlesslyoscillatingstrategies.
The theoryof gamesand the notion of evolutionarily stablestrategies,as introducedby Maynard
Smith & Price (1973), has proved to be very
helpful for the understandingof the evolution
of animal conflicts. Recently, Zeeman (1979),
Taylor & Jonker (1978) and Hofbauer et al.
(1979)have used a classof ordinary differential
equationswhich makesthe underlyingdynamics
of this approachmore explicit. In this paper we
showhow to usethis method to investigatesituationsleadingto oscillationsof geneticallyinfluenced social behaviour. Within the context of
Trivers's (1972) theory of parental investment,
we shall discuss an example introduced by
Dawkins (1976)and also describedby Wickler
& Seibt(1977).
Supposethat the pure strategiesfor contests
within one speciesare labelledI , . . . ,n andthat
aq is the payoff for the player using the pure
strategy i when his adversary uses the pure
strategyj.Then ) aüq is thepayoffforthepure
J
strategyi againstthe mixed strategygiven by the
probability vector q : (qr, . . ., en), and
2 aatpt%is the payoff for the strategy p:
i,J
(pr , . . . , p") playedagainstq. Let A denotethe
payoff matrix (aii and let
S p: { x :

( I t , . . . , x ^ ) G R r r: 2 x t : 1 ,
xt > O for all i)

be the simplexof all possiblestrategies.
A strategypeSp is called an evolutionarily
stable strategyif, whenevera population using
this strategyis perturbed by a mutation introducing a small population with strategyq {p,
thenp faresbetter(in the new,mixedpopulation)
than does 4. Equivalently, in the definition of
Maynard Smith (1978),p is an evolutionarily
stable strategyif for all q I p one has p.Ap>
q.Ap, with p.Aq > q.Aq in the caseof equality.
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In the words of Selten(1980),p is a best reply
againstitself, and fares better againstany alternative best reply q, than does4 againstitself.
If the strategiesare genetically determined,
then the successof strategy i will be reflectedin
its successin reproduction, i.e. its rate of increase. In a population with strategy x:
(xr, . . . .,xn) the payofffor strategyi is
Zauxt
j
while the averagepayoff is
)a6xp1

k,i

It is natural to assumethat the rate of increase
itlxt is equal to the differencebetweenthesetwo
payoffs.Thus we obtain the systemof ordinary
differential equations
*a : q(fa11x7- f x1,a6x) i: | ,. ...,n (1)
J

k,j

on the statespaceS". (It is easyto checkthat the
simplex,Saand its facesare invariant for (1).) It
can be shown quite simply (seeHofbauer et al.
1979 or Zeeman 1979) tlllat if peS4 is an
evolutionarily stable strategy, then p is an
equilibrium state of (1) which is asymptotically
stable(all orbits in the neighbourhoodofp convergeto p). The converseis not true, however.
Let us now consideran aspectof the 'battle of
sexes'nas describedby Dawkins (1976).At the
moment of conception,the femaleinvestsmore
in the offspring than the male sinceher gametes
are larger. The father is faced with the temptation to leaveher'holding the baby' and to look
for a new mate. The femaleshould preventthis
by choosinga faithful husband,and the simplest
way to do this would be to insist on a long engagementperiod in order to test the fidelity and
of her mate.Thus it would pay
the perseverance
for her to be coy. A desertingmale, among a
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population of coy females, will have to face
another long and arduous courtship. This puts
a selectivepressure on males to be faithful.
Among faithful males, however, a fast female
would fare better than a coy one, sincesheskips
the courtship. Her geneswill therefore spread.
If there are too many fast females around,
however,then philanderingmaleswill find rich
pickingsand spreadin their turn. But in a population wherefaithful husbandsare rare, a female
woulddowell to beprudentand coy. Sowe are
back at the beginning. As Maynard Smith &
Price (1973) have shown in their well-known
model of 'hawks' and 'mice', a superficially
similar situationdoesnot leadto oscillationsbut
to convergencetowards an evolutionarilystable
equilibrium. In the example of Dawkins,
however,we shall indeed obtain endlessoscillations.
For our model,we shall usethe samenumerical valuesas did Dawkins (1976)and Wickler &
Seibt (1977):the benefitfor raising a child successfullyis + 15 for eachparent; the total costs
for looking after the child are - 20; and the
cost of a prolonged courtship is - 3. The gist
of the model is largely independentof the actual
choiceof numericalvalues.Males have the two
strategiesX1 (faithful) and X2 (philanderer);
femaleshave the two strategies11 (coy) and Yz
(fast).
If a faithful male meetsa coy female,then the
payoff for both of them is + 2 (namely + 15
(the child) - 10 (they sharethe costsof looking
after it) - 3 (the courtship)). If a faithful male
encountersa fast female,the courtshipis omitted
and both earn + 5. But a philandering male
meetinga fast femalemakesoff with * 15 (no
costs for him), while the female gets - 5 (she
has to bear all the costsof raising a child). If a
philanderermeetsa coy female,nothing happens,
so the payoff for both is 0.
More generally,supposethat adJis the payoff
for a male using strategy Xr against a female
playing strategy Y1, and bu the payoff for a
femaleusing strategy Is againsta male playing
strategy Xt (i, j : 1, 2). Thus the game is
describedby the two matricesA and B. Let xtbe
the proportion of malesplayingstrategyX1,and
yt be that of females playing strategy Y4, for
i : l , 2 . O b v i o u s l yx 1 * x 2 : y t I ! z : l ,
andxt 2 0, h > 0 for i - 1,2. The payofffor a
male using strategy X1,against a female population describedby (yr yz) is
a6lt1

*

a1.fli2

Q)

and the ayeragepayoff for a male population
(xr xz) againsta femalepopulation(yu yz) is
c t r r x t y l * a y 2 x 1 y *2 a 2 f i 2 y 1* a 2 2 x 2 y 2( .3 )
The expressionsfor the payoff expectedby
femalesare similar. In Dawkins's example,the
two matricesare

,: [3'N
The payoff for faithful malesis 2y1 + 5y2, the
payoffs
payoff for philanderersis 15y2,and these,
(t, ä). It
ä16 equal-if and only if (yu y):
follows that the payoff for any male strategy
(xu xz) againstthe femalestrategy(*, ä) is the
same,namely2.5. A similar computationshows
that the payoff for any femalestrategy(yu yz)
against ihe male strategy (xr xz): (8, 3) is
always 1.25. Thus indeed it pays for neither
male nor femalepopulation to deviatefrom the
equilibrium state given by the male population
(8, 8) and the femalepopulation (f,, $).
On the other hand, however, there is no
penalty for deviatingeither.Our playersare not
rational. There is no conspiracyto stick to the
equilibrium. If a fluctuation changes,say, the
male population from (8, ä) to (xy xz), then its
payofi' ägainst the female population (ä, ä)
iemains2.5.The payoff for the female population (ä, f,), however, will change to $ (3x1 x2), and will therefore decreaseif the proportion rc1 of faithful males has been decreasedby tbe fluctuation.There is no selection
pressure on the males to change strategy,
but thereis on the females,rewardingan increase
of the proportion lz of fast females. If, for
example,the new male population is (*, *), then
the 'old' female strategyhas as payoff 8. The
female strategy (+ä, +), for example, has a
higher payoff, namelyf$.
Another way to seewhy the equilibrium pair
(ä, 3) and (*, ä) is not stableis as follows. The
stateof the'total'population (malesand females)
is obviously describedby x1 and Jrt, and thus
by a point q : (x, y) of the unit square
Q z : { ( x ,y ) e f R z : 0 < x < 1 , 0 < y < 1 }
where x : xr aa1dy : yt. The equilibrium
population, as found by Dawkins, is described
by the pointp : (8, *). Let us definethe payoff
for a total population as the sum of the payoff
for the males and the payoff for the females.
Then a simplecomputationshowsthat the payoff
for populationQ : (x, y) againstthe equilibrium
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G, $) is independent of 4,
E(q,P):3.75

Bu.t the.payoff for population p againstpopu|atlon q ls glven by
E(p,q): + (9s .t 40x - 90y)
while the payof for q againstitself is
E(q,q): 1o - loY - 4xv
Hence
E(p,q) - E(q,q) : 4(x - 8) (8 - y)
It follows that if either x > f and y ) f, or
x ( f andy <*, onehas
E(q,q) > E(p,q)
In this case,q is an alternativebest reply to p,
but. q fares better against itself than does p
againstq. Hencethe populatiof,p : (8, g) is not
evolutionarilystable.
We shall presentlysee that the equilibrium
p : (8, 3) is still highly relevant,and-stable in
another sense.It turns out, indeed, that the
pgpulationswjll oscillate,but havep as a mean.
We shall need slightly more complex arguments
to prove this.
let us first set up, in general context, the
differentialequationscorrespondingto the game.
given by the two matricesÄ and,F. We döthis
by simply mimicking the way of obtaining (l).
The rate of increase*11x1 of the populätioh
using strategyXy for example,will belust the
difference between the payoff for strat-egyX1
(given by (2)) and the average payoff foi tnö
males(givenby (3)). Hence
*1 :

x1(a11!t I anlz - (a1fifli1 *
a tzx r! z * a2fi 2y 1 * a22x 2y 2))

Similarly
* 2 : x 2 ( a 2 1 !*t a z z j z (atfi t! t * a12x1y2 * tr21x2y
1 * a22x2y2))
j'r: yt(brfir I bpx2(brfiür * bpy62 * b2fli2x1-l b22y2x))
(5)
i)_z: lz (bz*r * b22x2(brüür * bp!fi2 * b2fip2 -t b22y2x2))
This systemof equationscanbegreatlysimplified.
First of all, one has (xr + x).:
0 if
x 1 l x 2 : 1 ,a n d( l r + y 2 1 ' : 0 i f y r * y t :
l. Thus, reasonablyenough,the sei wHdr-interestsus (satisfyingthe conditionsx1 * x2:
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l, yt * !z: l,ri 2 0,h 2 Oforj: l, 2) is
invariant. We may henceforthconsiderthe-restriction of (5) to this set.
Next, one can easily check that by adding a
constantto eachof the columnsof I and -8. one
doesnot changethe restriction of (5). Thus we
can, without restricting generality,assume

':Usl

^:li1'{

For Dawkins's example (4), for instance, we
obtain, by adding the constants- 2 and - 15
to the first and secondcolumn of l. and bv
adding the constants- 2 and * 5 to the firit
and secondcolumn of ,8. the matrices

-ä1 ,:
, : l_3
[3;] (6)

Finally, rememberthat we are only interested
in two variables,sa! x1 andyy whiöh we again
denote by x and y. Then, after a short computation, (5) becomes
x: x(r - x)(q- (a + b)y)
(7)
j,:y(r-y)(c_(c+d)x)
which we consideron the unit squaree2.
This squareand its edges(correspo-nding
to
pure strategies)are invariant. There exists a
unique equilibrium
I c
p: l-.

-l

a\

a+bl
\c+d
in the interior of Q2 if and only if sb > O arLd
cd > 0. If this is not the case,then (7) is trivial,
since* or y will never changesign. In this case
x or y will be eitherconstant,or elsemonotonic.
Thus from now on we shall only considerthe
the casewith unique equilibrium. The Jacobian
of (7), evaluatedat P, is

-(a+b) -l

cd

(c+d)zl

J:

ol
If ac > 0, the eigenvaluesof J arc real numbers * 1,,where
\:

obcd

1;+blttrT4
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In this caseP is a saddle.The theory of Poincar6
& Bendixsonimpliesthat thereis no closedorbit
in Q.z.Dependingon the sign of a, either (0, 0)
uofl(t, 1), or (l-,0) and (0, 1) are sinks,and
almodt all orbits in the interior of Qz will have
thesesinks as ro-limits(seeFig. I for a typical
portrait).
ohase
'
If aö < 0, ive see that the eigenvaluesof ,r
are f il", and henceon the imaginary axis. We
may assume,up to time reversal,that a is n-egativö. Then ä'is also negative,while c and d arc
oositive. The numerical values chosen by
bawkins correspondto this situation. Equation
(7) is then
(8)
+12Y)
x:x(1 -x)(-10
j,:y(1-y)(s-8x)

v

and P is the equilibrium (€, t).

o

The function
-b
-a
V(x, y) : r (r - x)dY (l - Y)
vanisheson the boundary of Qz, is strictly posi
tive in the interior and has P as unique maximum. It is easy to check that Y: 0. (This
meansthat if x(t) and y(t) are solutionsof (7),
then the time-derivativeof the function t ->
V(x(t),y(t)), given by (04Ax) * + QvlADi, is
equal to 0.) lt follows that V is constantalong
evervorbit. The orbits areclosedand correspond
to tie constantvalue levelsof V (seeFig. 2 for

l

Fig. 2. Phaseportraitof the equation*:
( - 10+ r2y),y : y (r - y)(5 - 8x).

x (l - x)

the phaseportrait correspondingto Dawkins's
example).
Thö equilibrium P is stable(everyneighbourhood U öf P containsa neighbourhoodU'such
that no orbit issuedin U' leavesU),but it is not
asymptotically stable, and a fortiori not evolutionarily stable.
Thus the model of Dawkins leads to endless
oscillations.Even if the systemhad started at
equilibrium, small mutations would be bound
to occur and would soon have sent it into an
oscillatory state.
The equilibrium P is neverthelessmost important, becauseit correspondsto the timeäverage along every orbit. Indeed, the first
equationof (7) can be written
*

:a-(a+b)y

x(l - x)
The left-hand side is just the time derivativeof
log (x/(1 - x). If we integratealong an orbit of
pe-riodT, and note that lc (0) : x(T), we obtain
0:los

x(t) lr
|
l-x(l)lt-o

:aT-(a+b)!

and hence,dividing by Z,
lrs

Fie. l. Phase portrait of the equation *:
- y) (5 - 8x).
6d - tzy1, j, ; y (r

x (l - x)

_J
To

y(t)dt:

a+b

o

r
y(t)dt
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and similarly
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and the payoff for the females by

- I y(t)dt
T o

This time-average,then, is independent of the
initial conditions.It is not affectedby mutations.
Moreover, it correspondsto actual measurements.If, for example,one studiesa population
of grey geesefor.a very long time and finds that
601 of the malesare faithful (see,e.g. Wickler
& Seibt 1977), then one is dealing with a time
averagerather than with an evolutionarily stable
state.
Other authors, for example Maynard Smith
& Parker (1976), Maynard Smith (1977),
Grafen & Sibly (1978)and Taylor (1979),have
also studiedanimal conflictsbetweentwo populations by using the game-theoreticapproach.
Our differentialequationsapply to someof their
models.Here,we only considera contestbetween
male and female of one insect species,as described by Parker (1979).In a given encounter,
males are often under selectionto mate, and
simultaneouslyfemalesare under selectionto
refusemating. A sex-limitedgenegivesa competitive mating advantageM to males, but the
male behaviourassociatedwith the geneinflicts
some cost - R upon the female (e.g. direct
damage) which may be felt by the progeny.
Parker assumes that the females have two
strategies,namely to reject, Yy ot to remain
passive,Y2; the maleshave also two strategies,
namely to persist,Xy ot not, X2. Let - S be
the cost for the femaleif the male persists,and
- U the cost of persistencefor the male. We
shall assumethat the probability of a mating in
an encounterbetweena passivefemale and a
non-persistingmaleis |, and the probability of a
mating in an encounter between a rejecting
femaleand a persistentmale is r.
The payoff matrix for the males is given by
Y1

x1

c+d

Yz

x1

rM-U

M

x2

o

u
2

'Y1

,2

A2

-5- rR

n

_t

-R

2

Thus we usethe two matrices

:[^,:r."
":f,'_,,T,1"
;]

The conditionfor mixedequilibrium,ab > O and
cd > 0, is now
U,S
r<--andr>.
MR

1-

-

The fixed point, then, is a saddle(ac < 0) and
we have the situation depictedin Fig. l' In this
case, the outcome- which sex will win - dependson the initial condition.
Parker (1979)also describesin this contextan
'opponent-independent costs' game which,
although not direct$ describablein terms of
some similar features.
equation (7), possesses
Each population has six different strategies,
correspondingto different levels of escalation
(and thus of cost). Here, numericalsimulations
leadto what Parkercalls'unresolvableevolutionary chases',i.e. there is no evolutionarilystable
strategy, but the frequencies of the various
strategiesfluctuate. Thus Parker seemsto have
beenthe first to considerthe possibility of endlessly oscillating behaviour. He cautions that
'it is extremely difficult to know whether such
chasesexist in nature'.
cvclical
We closewith a few remarks.
Von Neumann & Morgenstern (1953) have
already stressedthat their theory of games is
thoroughly static. In a study of evolution, a
more dynamictheory seemsto be preferable,and
this is not only from a mathematicalpoint of
view. The simple biological example in this
paper showshow ordinary differential equations
can easily handle situations which cannot be
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Fig. 3. A trajectory of the same dynamical system as in Fig. 2, with
random fl uctuations superimposed.

fully discussedin static terms alone. It seems
that, at leastfor asymmetriccontests,the notion
of evolutionarily stable strategy has to be supplementedby a more dynamicapproach.
Equations (1) and (7) arc not very different
from familiar equationsin theoretical ecology.
In particular, up to the factors (1 - x) and
(l - y), equation(8) looksjust like an equation
of Lotka-Volterra type describingthe evolution
of two populationsof predatorand prey (seefor
example,Hirsch & Smale1974).Hercagain,the
unique equilibrium is surroundedby periodic
orbits anä is equal to the time-averagealong
theseorbits.
Equation (8), of course,reflectsonly part of
the dynamicsunderlying the model of Dawkins.
Superimposedon the deterministic dynamical
system(8) is a stochasticprocesscorresponding
tö mutations. The evolution of the systemwill
then be describedby paths consistingof pieces
of orbits of (8) and small random perturbations.
In Fig. 3 we have simulated such an evolution
by computer. The picture is reminiscent of
Brownian motion and showsthat (8) is in some
ways quite unpredictable. The time average,

however, is not affected by the perturbations.
Briefly, then, we can draw two conclusions:
(a) that the battle of sexes has much in
common with predation; and
(b) that the behaviour of lovers is oscillating
likö ihe moon, and unpredictableasthe weather'
Of course,peopledidn't need differentialequations to notice this before.
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